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The resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead sets everything else in motion. The
doctrines of the Bible teach are not random, rather they are lined up like the most
intricate arrangement of thousands of dominoes; all set in place until that one
domino sets everything into motion.

If the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead is true then:

1.

I must…

2.

The Bible is true
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KEEPING IT REAL

describe the most aggressive domino tumble you have ever attempted
or witnessed. Who received the privilege of tumbling the first domino?

LOOK AT THE BOOK

Skim through the first 4 chapters of the book of acts. How many
times is resurrection the topic of discussion? Why were the disciples
so persistent and bold with this topic? Why such opposition?
Why do you think Paul links knowing Christ with the resurrection in
Philippians 3:7-14?

THE NEXT STEP

What is it that keeps the resurrection of Jesus Christ off most
people’s radar? What brings it on their (your) radar? What do you do
when you know it is on the radar?
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3.

God…

4.

God really does love me

5.

The Holy Spirit…

6.

Sin and death have been defeated

7.

I am…

8.

I can really live in the midst of …

the

one thing:

The resurrection sets everything in motion!
Miss something? Completed sermon notes are available online.

m

memorize romans 1:4 & 10:9-10.
Strategically place “the” domino.

Email me the complete list of the “dominoes” from today’s
message.
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